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Russian conjunctions , , , and their Korean equivalent affixes -ko, -se, -nuntey, -ciman,
-una are considered in cases of relating two clauses (propositions). They are analyzed on the
basis of the conceptions in [1–4] and [5–11].

We regard a sentence of the type P Conj/Aff/-coord Q as a microdiscourse consisting of
two components P and Q. A coordinate conjunction/affix marks peculiarities of its develop-
ment (cf. the text conception [11, 12]. An adversative conjunction (like BUT) marks “contrar-
ity-to-expectation” [6,10], a conjunction like AND implies its absence. We distinguish two
types  of  contrarity-to-expectation.  TYPE  1.  The  representation  of  P  in  the  subject's  con-
sciousness induces a cognitive scenario(s), P being a part of it. The subject, having perceived
P, gets “tuned” to another part of the scenario. If the reality (or microdiscourse development)
does not agree with the scenario, contrarity-to-expectation springs up; cf. (1a–b). Otherwise
the subject perceives the state of affairs as normal;  cf.  (2a–b).  TYPE 2. In some cases each
component of microdiscourse has its own “microtopic” (cf. “discourse center” in [13]). The
consciousness, having perceived P, gets tuned to its microtopic. Such inertness of conscious-
ness is also relevant for non-linguistic perception; cf. [14]. A change of the microtopic con-
tradicts the “expectation”, and causes contrarity-to-expectation of type 2: (3a–b). Preserving
the same microtopic (the same state of affairs) is perceived as normal, cf. (4a–b). Cf. devel-
opment of real texts [1,15].

Adversatives can differ in the type of contrarity-to-expectation they mark. In Russian,
marks both types 1 and 2, but  marks type 2 only in some cases, cf.(1a), (3a) vs. (5a). Rus-
sian and  in case of type 1 are described in [2]. In Korean, -nuntey (unlike -ciman/-una)
cannot be used in cases of sharp contrast between P and Q; (6b) vs. (5b). Korean AND-type -
ko and -se are also described in details, cf. (2b) vs. (4b) (in terms of [16], -ko is a “contextual”
converb).

Sometimes the same P and Q can be tied by a conjunction either like AND or like BUT;
cf. (7). The choice depends on the context and the speaker’s way of presenting the reported
state of affairs. In (7-AND), the microtopic of both P and Q is “the curtain's color”, whereas
in (7-BUT), P and Q differ in microtopics (“the curtain’s initial color” and “the curtain's pre-
sent color”), so the contrarity-to-expectation (type 2) springs up.

Russian and Korean differ in some preferred strategies of microdiscourse development.
Thus, in Russian in (3a), P and Q are normally tied by an adversative, but in Korean in (3b),
both “BUT” and “AND” are normal. Cf. also (5a) vs. (5b).

(1)  a. (P) , (Q) / .
      b. (P) Achim-ey pi-ka o-ki sicakhay-ss-CIMAN/UNA/NUNTEY/*KO,

(P) morning-DAT rain-NOM come-NOMIN begin-PAST-CIMAN/UNA/NUNTEY/*KO
      (Q) ai-tul-ul haypyen-ey teylyeka-ss-ta

(Q) child-PLUR-ACC beach-DAT TAKE-PAST-DECL
(2)  a. (P) ,  (Q)   .
      b. (P) Achim-ey pi-ka o-ki sicakhay-SE,

(P) morning-DAT rain-NOM come-NOMIN begin-SE/*KO,
  (Q) haypyen-ey ai-tul-ul teylyeka-ci anh-ass-ta

(Q) beach-DAT child-PLUR-ACC take-CONV not-PAST-DECL
(3)  a. (P) , (Q) /? .
     b.  (P)Achim-ey pi-ka o-ki sicakhay-ss-NUNTEY/CIMAN/UNA/KO,
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(P) morning-DAT rain-NOM come-NOMIN begin-PAST-NUNTEY/CIMAN/UNA/KO
      (Q) nacwung-ey nalssi-ka cohacy-ess-ta

 (Q) later-DAT weather-NOM get_better-PAST-DECL
(4)  a. (P)  (Q) .
      b. (P) Achim-ey pi-ka o-ki sicakhay-SE/sicakhay-ss-KO,
  (P) morning-DAT rain-NOM COME-NOMIN begin-SE/begin-PAST-KO,
  (Q) halwu congil ssotacy-ess-ta
  (Q) day whole pour-PAST-DECL
(5)  . (P) , /? (Q) .
      b. (P) Tasya-nun sam chung-ey sal-ass-CIMAN/UNA/NUNTEY/KO,
          (P) Dasha-TOP three floor-DAT live-PAST-CIMAN/UNA /NUNTEY/KO
          (Q) Kkollya-nun 4 chung-ey sal-ass-ta
  (Q) Nick-TOP four floor-DAT live-PAST-DECL
(6) a. (P) ,  (Q)  [ ]
      b. (P) Cak-CIMAN/*NUNTEY,
  (P)  small-CIMAN/*NUNTEY
  (Q) sanap-ta
  (Q)  angry-DECL
(7)  a. (P) , / / (Q) .
  b. (P) I khethun-un cholok-sayk-i-ess-NUNTEY/CIMAN/UNA/KO,
  (P) this curtain-TOP green-color-be-PAST-NUNTEY/CIMAN/UNA/KO
  (Q) nacwung-ey hayspyeth-ey simhakey pyensayktoy-ess-ta
  (Q) later-DAT sun_ray-DAT badly fade-PAST-DECL

Abbreviations: CONV = converbal affix, DAT = Dative, DECL = Declarative (indicative mood),
NOM = Nominative, NOMIN = Nominalizer, PAST = Past tense, PLUR =  Plural,  Q = Question
particle, TOP = Topic.
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